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We can cure physical diseases with Medicine,  

But the only cure for loneliness, despair, and hopelessness is love. 

 There are many in the world who are dying for a piece of bread, 

 but there are many more dying for a little love. 

Mother Teresa  
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Abstract 

 

Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have been a promising tool to 

assess functional connectivity (FC) for a variety of neurological and psychiatric disorders. However, few 

investigations include subjects with sporadic small vessel disease (S-SVD) and those with cerebral 

autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL). The 

present work aims to investigate changes in brain FC measured by resting-state fMRI in these groups 

of patients compared with a healthy group. For each subject, high-resolution T1-weighted images and 

resting-state fMRI images were acquired and pre-processed and group analysis was performed. Two 

distinct methods were used to assess functional differences among the groups: an exploratory data-

driven method, independent component analysis, and a model-based method, seed-based correlational 

analysis, focusing on three seeds, posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), supplementary motor area (SMA) 

and intraparietal sulcus (IPS). We found a significant increase in the FC of PCC, and a significant 

decrease in the FC of SMA and IPS, in both S-SVD and CADASIL relative to controls. Ultimately, a 

statistical analysis was conducted to assess whether demographical, neuropsychological and brain 

structure measures were correlated with the FC of the diseased populations. We found a significant 

relationship between the connectivity of the PCC and performance in trailmaking A, rey memory test, 

normalized brain volume, and normalized white matter lesion load. On the other hand, the connectivity 

of the IPS was significant correlated with the trailmaking B test. The results suggest that the FC might 

be translated into an effective clinical biomarker to predict disease stages.  

 

Key words: small vessel disease, CADASIL, independent component analysis, seed-based 

correlational analysis, resting-state networks, functional connectivity.  
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Resumo 

 

As imagens de ressonância magnética (RM) funcional adquiridas em estado de repouso têm-se 

mostrado promissoras para analisar a conectividade funcional (CF) em casos de distúrbios 

neurológicos e psiquiátricos. Contudo, são poucas as investigações que incluem pacientes com a 

doença dos pequenos vasos, nomeadamente do tipo esporádico e arteriopatia cerebral autossómica 

dominante com enfartes subcorticais e leucoencefalopatia (CADASIL). O objetivo deste trabalho é 

investigar alterações cerebrais na CF nestes grupos de doentes relativamente a um grupo saudável.  

Para cada sujeito foram adquiridas imagens ponderadas em T1 e imagens de RM funcional de repouso. 

De seguida, foram pré-processadas e submetidas à análise de grupo. Dois métodos foram utilizados 

para avaliar as diferenças de conectividade entre os grupos: análise de componentes independentes e 

análise baseada na correlação com uma seed especifica, nomeadamente, córtex cingulado posterior 

(CCP), área motora suplementar (AMS) e sulco intraparietal (SIP). Foi verificado um aumento da CF 

do CCP e uma diminuição da CF da AMS e do SIP, nas populações doentes comparativamente com 

os controlos. Por fim, foi conduzida uma análise estatística com o intuito de verificar se medidas 

demográficas, neuropsicológicas e estruturais correlacionam-se com a CF dos doentes. Foi observada 

uma associação significativa entre a CF do PCC com o trailmaking A, teste de memória de rey, volume 

cerebral normalizado, e carga lesional normalizada na substancia branca. Em contrapartida, a CF do 

IPS revelou uma correlação significativa com o trailmaking B. Os resultados sugerem que a CF poderá 

traduzir-se num biomarcador efectivo para prever os estádios da doença.  

 

Palavras-chave: doença dos pequenos vasos, CADASIL, análise de componentes independentes, 

análise baseada na correlação com uma seed especifica, redes neuronais de repouso, conectividade 

funcional.  
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1. Introduction 

This Master’s Thesis proposes to investigate potential changes in brain functional connectivity 

measured by resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in two groups of patients with 

small vessel disease (SVD) – sporadic SVD and cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with 

subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL) – compared with a healthy control group. The 

observation of these functional changes might be translated into a valuable clinical biomarker to predict 

disease stages. This chapter starts by describing the motivation for the study in section 1.1 where it 

includes a brief overview of the important concern in dementia as well as important concepts regarding 

small vessel disease. The role of functional magnetic resonance imaging will also be introduced as a 

non-invasive and cost-effective technique to measure metabolic demands through the BOLD signal. 

Specifically, the definition and importance of resting-state fMRI studies will be addressed at the end of 

this section. In section 1.3, a state-of-the-art review of studies concerning resting-state on patients with 

a vascular etiology similar to SVD will be presented, where the main focus will be the pre-processing 

techniques and the methods commonly used in resting-state data. Ultimately, section 1.4 will briefly 

illustrate the approach followed in the current work while the expected outcomes are summed in section 

1.5. The last section, 1.6 consists of an outline of the following chapters’ content.  

 

1.1. Motivation 

1.1.1. Dementia and Small Vessel Disease (SVD) 

Currently, dementia is a public health problem since the number of affected people increases 

progressively. It is a global growing concern affecting over 35 million people worldwide with a global 

economic expenditure above 500 billion euros [1]. It is defined as a condition that represents a cognitive 

decline compromising a person’s daily basis [2]. This clinical syndrome is featured by a severe loss of 

cognitive ability when the regions of the brain responsible for memory, language, visual perception and 

executive control are damaged [3]. The increase occurrence of dementia cases comes coupled with our 

society ageing. When comparing with other age-related conditions such as stroke and Parkinson’s 

disease, dementia is the fastest growing with progressing age [3].  

In people aged over 65 years old, SVD is one of the most important contributors to cognitive decline 

and functional loss, contributing to up to 45% of dementia, and is responsible roughly for about 20% of 

stroke globally [4]. Presently, several investigations demonstrated that cerebral SVD is highly correlated 

with neurological dysfunctions [5]. Anatomically, small vessels include the vascular structures with a 

diameter up to 500µm located in the brain parenchyma and subarachnoid space [6]. As represented in 

Figure 1.1, cortical arteries with small ramifications perforate the brain cortex, nourishing the grey matter, 

while the medullary arteries reach the white matter with greater branches. Deeper brain regions, 

including structures such as amygdala, hippocampus and thalamus are supplied by extensive arterial 

perforators. These penetrating vessels have reduced connections with adjoining small vessels until 
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reach the capillaries, thus if the penetrative arteries are obstructed, small infarcts can easily arise. As 

an important remark, large and small vessels are a combined system, in this way exists a constant 

interplay between alterations in macrovascular structures and damage of brain micro vessels. However, 

the pathophysiological phenomena harming small vessels in the brain are extensively distinct from the 

mechanisms responsible for macrovascular injury [7]. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Representation of cerebral arterial microvascularization in the cortex (Image from [7]) 

 

The term small vessel disease has a broaden meaning and refers to brain parenchymal damage. Rincon 

et al [8] define SVD as a “syndrome of clinical, cognitive, neuroimaging, and neuropathological findings” 

considered to emerge from intracerebral vessel pathology.  

Regarding classification, SVD can be subdivided into six different types as represented in Table 1.1. 

The underlying mechanisms of cerebral damage can result by neuronal cells death, blood brain barrier 

leakage, local inflammatory reactions and neuroglia loss [9] .  

 

Table 1.1: Classification of small vessel diseases (Adapted from [9]). 

Type 1. Arteriosclerosis or age-related small vessel disease 

Type 2. Cerebral amyloid angiopathy (sporadic and hereditary) 

Type 3. Genetic SVD (e.g. CADASIL) 

Type 4. Inflammatory and immunomediated SVD 

Type 5. Venous collagenosis  

Type 6. Other SVD (e.g. post-radiation angiopathy) 

 

The first two types of SVD are the most frequently encountered in clinical practice. Type 1 SVD is a 

systemic manifestation while the others are mostly restricted to the brain [1]. SVD can arise due to 

vascular risk factors – sporadic SVD – and by genetic disorders – CADASIL which is caused by 

mutations in a large transmembrane receptor NOTCH3 found in vascular myocytes of adult arteries [8]. 

The underlying pathophysiology of CADASIL corresponds to the progressive degeneration of the 

smooth muscle cells in blood vessels accompanied with impaired maturation and differentiation. 
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Mutations in the gene causes pathological accumulation and deposition of NOTCH3 at the cell 

membrane of vascular smooth muscle and in extracellular deposits called granular osmiophilic material 

[10]. The annual number of CADASIL cases is 1.5-5/100000 [6]. On the other hand, the subtype sporadic 

SVD covers changes in the microvasculature characterized by the loss of smooth muscle cells and the 

replacement of wall constituents by other materials (e.g. collagen or amyloid). The two main types of 

degenerative sporadic SVD are cerebral amyloid angiopathy (featured by accumulation of amyloid-beta 

in the arterial wall) and hypertensive arteriopathy (caused mainly due to risk factors, such as 

hypertension, and does not involve the deposition of amyloid-beta) [7]. 

The effects of cerebral SVD are mainly injuries located in subcortical areas, specifically lacunar infarcts, 

white matter lesions, and haemorrhages. This SVD consequences can be observed by neuroimaging 

techniques, whereas small vessels are not easily imaged. Thereby, the SVD expression is frequently 

applied to describe the brain injuries assessed through neuroimaging methods, i.e. the pathological 

consequences of SVD, instead of the underlying small vessel disturbances. 

Progress in understanding and managing SVD has been relatively slow due to the absence of a good 

disease marker that is able to track disease stages. Besides the difficulty to image micro vessels, it is 

quite a challenge to investigate them in vivo. Consequently, the underlying mechanisms of SVD continue 

quite poorly understood [7].   

 

1.1.2. Neuroimaging in SVD 

The role of neuroimaging in dementia is of great importance. It provides both structural and functional 

evaluation of the brain. Moreover, it allows early diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases, which is 

essential for a more effective treatment [3]. Imaging plays a crucial role in studying cerebral SVD since 

small vessels and hence their structural alterations cannot be easily observed in vivo, consequently the 

diagnosis of this disease has relied on imaging findings. The effect of SVD can be visualized on 

computer tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

[8]. Although MRI is more accurate for this purpose, there are aspects namely contraindications, costs 

and quality of scanners that must be considered when choosing the appropriate modality.  

In the context of SVD, changes in metabolism might be assessed using fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-PET. 

In this glucose analogue, the hydroxyl group is replaced by the positron-emitting radioactive isotope 

fluorine-18 [11]. Additionally, different radiopharmaceuticals allow PET to assess different functions. For 

example, amyloid PET technique can be applied to track amyloid load in patients with cerebral amyloid 

angiopathy [1].  

The more recently identified small vessel MRI imaging markers in the white matter and subcortical grey 

matter includes (i) small subcortical infarct, (ii) lacunes, (iii) white matter hyperintensities (WMHs), (iv) 

cerebral microbleeds and (v) perivascular spaces that are detailed in Table 1.2 and depicted in Figure 

1.2. 
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Table 1.2: Summary of neuroimaging manifestations of small vessel disease. 

Imaging marker Description 

Small subcortical infarct Based on the arterial regions can be classified into (I) deep perforator 
infarcts, (II) superficial perforator infarcts and (III) internal infarcts. It is 
characterized by recent infarction in the area of one perforating arteriole, 
supported with imaging evidence consistent with a lesion from previous 
weeks [12]. 

Lacunes Round subcortical voids occupied with fluid. They are hypointense on T2-
weighted images (Figure 1.2) with a diameter of 3-15mm. They can emerge 
from a haemorrhagic or ischemic source [4]. 

WMH White matter lesions are hyperintense on T2 and FLAIR sequences (Figure 
1.2). They are arranged symmetrically and bilaterally [8]. The prevalence 
of WMH increases with the upsurge of vascular risk factors resulting in 
myelin and axonal loss [13]. 

Cerebral microbleeds Superficial round and uniform haemorrhages of 2-5 mm in diameter, 
showing hypointensity on T2*-weighted gradient echo or susceptibility-
weighted sequences (Figure 1.2). These lesions are commonly nearby a 
blood haemorrhage [8]. 

Perivascular spaces Large space between the arachnoid and pia mater that contour cerebral 
microvasculature. Enlargement of these spaces can be visualized as 
hyperintense on T2-weighted images (Figure 1.2) and are associated with 
inflammatory markers. In cerebral SVD may reflect blood brain barrier 
damage [1] [4]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Neuroimaging features of SVD. Illustrative examples (upper line) and corresponding schematic 
representation (middle line). Overview of imaging characteristics (lower line) related to small vessel disease. 
DWI=diffusion-weighted imaging; FLAIR= fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; SWI= susceptibility-weighted 
imaging; GRE=gradient-echo. (Image from [4]). 

 

https://radiopaedia.org/articles/arachnoid-mater
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/pia-mater
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These MRI biomarkers for SVD are of increasing interest due to their potential roles in an effective 

diagnosis and the surveillance of disease progression, including an efficient response to interventions 

[8].  Besides the imaging markers mentioned above, there are other abnormal alterations arising from 

SVD that are detectable by MRI – changed tissue volume, axonal disintegration and unbalanced water 

volume [7]. 

Besides structural changes, in the healthy brain as well as in several stages of dementia, variations in 

neuronal metabolism are reflected in alterations of cerebral blood flow (CBF), since regional CBF is 

coupled to metabolic demand (neurovascular coupling). Importantly, regulation of blood flow is essential 

because brain tissue can be damaged with different volumes of blood flow - excessive blood flow results 

in an increased intracranial pressure, and too little blood flow leads to ischemic conditions [14].  

Most significantly, functional imaging measurements based on fMRI acquisitions, whereby a sequence 

of individual MR images is used to study oxygenation changes in the brain associated with neuronal 

activity, emerge as a promising cost-effective technique for examination of pathological changes in 

dementia [15][16][17]. In particular, resting-state fMRI measurements of the brain’s intrinsic functional 

connectivity have already shown potentialities to provide meaningful biomarkers of SVD [15][18]. 

 

1.2. Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) 

1.2.1. fMRI basic principles 

fMRI has expanded significantly since it was first performed in the mid-1990s. It exhibits valuable 

features such as non-invasiveness, safeness, good spatial resolution, relatively good temporal 

resolution in comparison with the first approach of quantitative functional brain imaging – PET [19]. The 

most common method towards fMRI is based on a phenomenon known as blood oxygenation level 

dependent (BOLD) – the oxygenation of the blood has a measurable effect on the MR signal from the 

surrounding tissue. Its proof of concept was provided by Seiji Ogawa and his colleagues in 1990, 

following an experiment that had evidenced an in vivo change of blood oxygenation which can be 

detected with MRI [20].  

This BOLD fMRI signal emerges from two causes: 

1. Magnetic properties of haemoglobin – changes in regional blood concentrations of oxy- and 

deoxy-hemoglobin in response to neuronal firing. Oxygenated haemoglobin (diamagnetic) in 

arteries has equal susceptibility as other brain tissues, demonstrating minimal impact on the 

magnetic field of an MRI scanner. However, deoxyhemoglobin is paramagnetic and alters the 

susceptibility of the blood, resulting in local magnetic field distortions in and around blood 

vessels, leading to local signal decreases. These local field perturbations cause adjoining 

stationary and slowly moving spins to reveal different resonance frequencies and phase shifts 

[14].  

2. Brain activity is featured by a drop in the local oxygen extraction fraction accompanied by a 

reduction in the local concentration of deoxyhemoglobin. This decrease in deoxyhemoglobin 

during activation then triggers a small increase in the MR signal [14]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof_of_concept
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiji_Ogawa
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The dynamic BOLD response is characterized by the hemodynamic response (HR) – change in the MR 

signal triggered by instantaneous neuronal activity. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Examples of Haemodynamic Response Functions from four different subjects. It demonstrates how 
different these responses are among individuals (Image from [19]). 

 

Typically, the HR function evidences a small initial dip (early response), followed by a high peak (positive 

response) in the MRI signal and then a variable post-stimulus undershoot as can be observed in Figure 

1.3.  

 

The initial dip caused various controversies among researchers, being variable across different BOLD 

studies. It is more frequent observed at high field strengths. Its subjacent mechanism remains 

questionable with the most well-known approach being based in an increase in deoxyhemoglobin 

because of a rise in metabolic demand before the hemodynamic response is triggered. Therefore, the 

higher concentration of deoxyhemoglobin causes a reduction in the MRI signal which may justify the 

early response. The dip is interesting because it may provide a higher spatial specificity for activation 

than does the large peak. In addition, it is considered to be directly related with metabolism requirement 

by the neurons [21]. During the phase of positive dominant peak, regional CBF increases more than the 

metabolic needs, meaning that the ratio of oxyhemoglobin to deoxyhemoglobin temporary increases, 

accompanied with an MRI signal increase. This high peak of the HR is delayed comparing with the 

occurrence of the stimulus, normally is verified 5-15 seconds later. After reaching the peak, the BOLD 

signal decreases to an amplitude below the baseline. The post-stimulus undershoot has been a subject 

of interest since it is quite variable. It results from a brief increase in the local deoxyhemoglobin and 

starts 10-20 seconds after stimulus disruption. The mechanism underlying this phenomenon is of great 

importance to understand neurovascular response and metabolic demand in the brain. It is thought that 

this phase arises from slow recovery of arterial blood volume. Moreover, the spatial specificity may 

evidence spatial variation in neuronal activity [22]. 
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There are important properties that must be addressed when analysing BOLD fMRI data. Firstly, (i) the 

BOLD signal is not a direct measure of neuronal activity, instead it measures the metabolic demands of 

active neurons; (ii) the HR is delayed and slow – even short occurrences have a long response; (iii) the 

shape of the response varies across different subjects and cerebral regions as is evidenced in Figure 

1.3; (iv) BOLD signal is more closely associated with local field potentials. Furthermore, there is a 

dependence of the BOLD signal in some factors namely, field strength, pulse sequence, acquisition 

parameters, voxel size, flip angle, tissue type [19].  

 

1.2.2. Resting-state fMRI 

Resting-state fMRI analyses spontaneous fluctuations using BOLD contrast without requiring subjects 

to perform a task. Biswal et al [16] were the pioneers that had demonstrated low frequency correlations 

(<0.1Hz) across different brain areas. The need to understand neural organization has brought interest 

to study resting-state patterns of the brain [17].  

The incentive to study spontaneous activity arises from a need to comprehend metabolic regulation.  As 

Fox et al [23] mentioned  “the resting human brain represents only 2% of total body mass but consumes 

20% of the body’s energy, most of which is used to support ongoing neuronal signalling. Task-related 

increases in neuronal metabolism are usually small (<5%) when compared with this large resting energy 

consumption”. Consequently, to fully understand the intrinsic brain mechanisms, one should study the 

constituent that expends most of the brain’s energy. In addition, the observation of regions which 

activate synchronously with each other arouse even more interest in this field.  

Resting-state studies present some advantages in comparison with task fMRI events: (i) the absence of 

a specific task enables the scan of a variety of populations unwilling to adhere to a specific paradigm, 

namely children or cognitive impaired patients; the time duration is about 5-10 minutes and different 

networks can be extracted from a single scan [24]. In the most typical resting-state fMRI design, the 

subjects keep their eyes closed and are instructed to not fall asleep as well as not to think in anything 

in particular. In addition, there are studies where participants keep their eyes open by fixating an object 

during the scanning [25]. 

Nowadays, there is a growth in the application of resting-state fMRI to examine functional connectivity, 

both in normal and disabled populations. The term functional connectivity refers to how different areas 

of the brain with similar spatial and temporal patterns are correlated with each other enabling brain 

functionalities at rest and in response to a specific stimulus. It also includes the analysis conducted for 

the identification of these functional maps [23]. There are different techniques to assess functional 

connectivity that will be detailed in section 1.2.3.2.  

Resting-state investigations allowed researchers to identify roughly 20 different functional patterns of 

brain connections denominated resting-state networks (RSNs), which can be easily acquired across 

different individuals and methods. The most common RSNs discovered by Smith et al [26] are depicted 

in Figure 1.4 and detailed in Table 1.3.  
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Figure 1.4: 10 ICA components of Smith et al, 2009 (Image from [26]). From left to right: visual medial, visual 
occipital, visual lateral area; default mode network; cerebellum; sensorimotor area; auditory area; executive control; 
right frontoparietal, left frontoparietal.   

 

The most greatly studied is the default mode network (DMN) which is a task-negative network - active 

at rest and deactivate in task-based fMRI experiments. Conversely, task-positive networks include - 

visual, auditory, executive control, sensorimotor, frontoparietal, salience, dorsal-attention and 

cerebellum networks. The DMN and the task-positive network are highly associated – as one network 

is more active, the other network decreases in activation. When there are no external stimuli, or the 

brain is in resting-state, the DMN increases in activation and the task-positive network decrease. 

Noticeable, the DMN is not an exclusive network that displays activity at rest. In fact, there are other 

networks exhibiting spontaneous oscillations potentially contributing to brain functional organization [23].  

 

Table 1.3: Structural and functional description of the most common resting-state networks [24][26]. 

Resting-state networks Anatomical structures Function 

DMN Precuneus, posterior cingulate, bilateral 
inferior-lateral-parietal and ventromedial 
frontal cortex 

Episodic memory  

Visual networks Medial, occipital, lateral areas Field of cognition-language and 
cognition-space 

Sensorimotor network Primary sensorimotor cortex, suplemmentary 
motor area and secondary motor cortex. 

Motor functions  

Executive control Anterior cingulate and paracingulate Working memory 

Auditory network Superior temporal gyrus and posterior insular Execution of speech and auditory 
perception 

Frontoparietal networks Many frontoparietal areas  Language and cognition 

Salience network Dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and anterior 
insula 

Social behaviour, self-awareness 
through the processing of sensory, 
emotional, and cognitive 
information 

Dorsal-attention 
network 

Superior parietal and superior frontal areas, 
including intraparietal sulcus 

Focused attention and orientation 

Cerebellum  cerebellum Motor learning, fine movement and 
equilibrium 
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Alterations in these networks can be observed in different situations such as (i) ageing - most of reliable 

findings demonstrate a reduction in the DMN [27]; (ii) sleep - as sleep develops to more profound stages, 

DMN connectivity decreases; (iii) pharmacological tracking - investigation of drug effects on cerebral 

functional connectivity as well as addiction alterations in brain networks; dementia - different types of 

neurological disorders result in connectivity alterations of different networks as is demonstrated in Figure 

1.5 [24]. 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Comparison of functional connectivity between patients and controls in different pathological situations. 
bvFTD = behavioural variant of frontoparietal dementia, SD = semantic dementia, PFNA = progressive non-fluent 
aphasia, CBS = cortico-basal syndrome, ANG = angular gyrus, FI = frontoinsula, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, PMC 
= premotor cortex, Tpole = temporal pole.(Image from [24]). 

 

Studies that involve patients with dementia, such as Alzheimer’s disease or other neurodegenerative 

disorders as cognitive impairment demonstrate reduced activity in the DMN [24]. On the other hand, 

behavioural dementia, namely behavioural variant of frontoparietal dementia affects in the majority of 

cases the salience network. From a clinical point-of-view, these connectivity networks are of huge 

importance since they can serve as potential disease markers by reflecting disturbed functional activity 

[26]. However, there are still many issues to consider as the emergence and functionality of the 

spontaneous fluctuations, the manner this activity relates to cognition tasks and behavioural and genetic 

aspects [17]. 
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1.2.3. fMRI data analysis 

1.2.3.1. Pre-processing 

Prior to fMRI statistical analysis, there are multiple important steps to be performed. fMRI data exhibits 

some drawbacks such as signal dropout near air channels and geometric distortion resulting in decrease 

signal quality. Additionally, most fMRI acquisitions do not image the whole brain. In this way, it is 

essential to implement tools that optimize the results. In order to eliminate artifacts and noise 

components in fMRI, a series of pre-processing pipelines are typically used on raw data before statistical 

analysis takes place. The standard operations mentioned in Figure 1.6 are distortion correction, motion 

correction, slice timing correction and, spatial smoothing. At each step, quality control must be assured 

to verify effectiveness of the pre-process technique as well as prevent error propagation. The main 

objectives are the reduction of data acquisition and physiological artifacts in order to achieve validity 

and reliability across statistical results [19].  

 

 

Figure 1.6: Common fMRI preprocessing steps including correspondent quality control checkpoints. (image from 
[19]). 
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1. Distortion correction 

 

Echo planar imaging (EPI) is one of the most common technique for MRI acquisition, characterized by 

reducing patient-motion effects since MR slices are obtained at a short time frame. Spatial distortion is 

a common problem in EPI images caused by magnetic field inhomogeneity at the air-tissue interface. In 

order to correct for geometric distortion, fieldmapping method can be used [28]. Field heterogeneity can 

be computed by subtracting the phase of two images acquired at different echo times. Although it is a 

very simple method, there are some disadvantages: (i) the presence of noise in the fieldmap can spread 

into the unwarped EPI images; (ii) additional problems of head motion exist when fMRI data and field 

maps are collected in different acquisitions [19].  

 

2. Motion correction 

 

Head motion is a huge concern in fMRI studies, since even very subtle movements during acquisition 

can translate into a major source of error [29]. Subjects’ head motion can result in a misalignment of 

successive slices (bulk head motion) leading to incorrect anatomical positions between voxels of 

subsequent images. This effect may cause significant changes in functional maps and is typically 

present at image’ edges [19]. There is a need to realign the images to a common reference because 

when data is analysed, the time series correspondent to a specific voxel is hypothesized to belong to 

the same brain area at every time point. The standard methods of correction consider the head as a 

rigid body with three directions of translation (displacement) and three of rotation, meaning that the 

position can change without brain deformation. An iteration mechanism is performed where each volume 

is aligned with a common reference (e.g. one original volume, mean of several images or a standard 

space image) by minimization of a cost function. Importantly, non-linear effects are not corrected by this 

technique [30]. Additionally, spin history effect is another consequence of head motion, where excited 

spins move to voxels of adjacent slices that are not envisaged to be in a state of excitation, thereby the 

signal will not correctly translate the tissue in that region. In fact, standard motion correction techniques 

are not suitable for this problem, therefore in order to perform correction, independent component 

analysis (ICA) methods are used [19]. There are some strategies to overcome motion artefacts: (i) reject 

datasets with motion larger than voxel’ dimensions [25]; (ii) include motion regressors in the analysis; 

(iii) ICA denoising; (iv) outliers detection and elimination [31]. 

 

3. Slice timing correction  

 

fMRI acquisitions use two-dimensional techniques that image each slice separately, meaning that slices 

have distinct acquisition times. Slices can be acquired sequentially (ascending or descending order) or 

in an interleaved fashion way. Slice timing problems may severely prejudice the analysis since fMRI 

analysis is based in the signal time course [32]. In this way, slice timing correction methods attempt to 

fit the problem of slice acquisition delays. The most regular strategy is data shifting – voxel’s time series 

is shifted according to a reference slice through interpolation so that all slices match in time. However, 
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this technique generates blurring and data degradation that can propagate through the different slices. 

In the case of data acquisition with a short repetition time (TR), this pre-process step can be bypassed. 

Moreover, there are intrinsic interactions between motion and slice timing correction that must be 

considered since both of techniques can trigger spatial and temporal artifacts. When motion correction 

is done before slice timing correction – data scanned at a given time can dislocate to a different slice 

and therefore data points moved through slice timing correction might not correspond to the real 

acquisition time of that data. On the other hand, when motion correction is executed subsequently – 

large intensity discrepancies arise due to motion effects that spread for different time points [19] [32]. In 

the case of resting-state fMRI, slice timing correction exhibits negligible effect [25]. 

 

4. Spatial smoothing 

 

In the majority of fMRI studies, spatial smoothing is commonly applied and consists on the average of 

neighbour voxels. A filter is applied to the image which eliminates high frequency signal, prevailing low-

frequency information [25]. As a consequence, smoothing improves signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the 

expense of loss in spatial resolution (blurs the image). Through blurring, the large variability across 

individuals is diminished, thus providing better registration results [33]. Moreover, there are some 

analysis methodologies that require some extent of spatial smoothing [19]. On the other hand, partial 

volume artefact may occur because brain voxels can be averaged with non-brain tissue/background, 

resulting in inaccurate signal intensity [33]. Additionally, smoothing may eliminate significant functional 

activations. The quantity of smoothing should be the minimum to achieve a given result and it depends 

on the type of study that is being conducted. Roughly, the recommended amount of smoothing is the 

double of voxel dimensions [25]. Regarding the standard methodology, the technique involves the 

convolution of the fMRI image with a three-dimensional Gaussian kernel (filter) which is determined by 

the full width at half maximum (FWHM) or in statistical terms, the standard deviation. A larger value of 

FWHM represents greater data smoothing. When this pre-process tool is used, the correspondent 

smoothness is given by [19] 

   

 
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 =  √𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐

2 +  𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑
2  

(1) 

 

                                                                                 

1.2.3.2. Functional connectivity analysis in resting-state fMRI 

Following the pre-processing workflow, appropriate statistical methods must be chosen. Conversely to 

task paradigms where brain voxel’s time series are identified to be related with the applied task, resting-

state design does not contain timing information that justifies the underlying neuronal activity [29]. In this 

way, there are a wide variety of analysis methods used to withdraw functional information in resting-

state studies as can be observed in Figure 1.7.  

The different methods can be divided into two major groups: (i) model-based methods: fMRI data is 

compared with a predetermined model, thus relying on prior information [34]. It reflects how a specific 
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model is successful adjusted to the data [35]; (ii) data-driven (or model-free) methods: based on feature 

identification and extraction from data without requirement of prior assumptions. Importantly, this 

technique is commonly used in resting-state data since there is no predicted information about spatial 

and temporal patterns across brain [34]. This kind of exploratory approach is useful to study the BOLD 

response, assess artifacts in the data as well as find atypical activation areas. In order to have a broad 

acquaintance of the influence of these methods on the data, both of them are commonly implemented 

in the analysis [35]. 

 

 

Figure 1.7: Resting-state fMRI methods. Top row (from left to right): seed based correlations; Regional Homogeneity 
(ReHo); Amplitude of Low Frequency Fluctuations; Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Bottom row (from left to 
right): Independent Component Analysis; Clustering; Graph Theory; dynamic Functional Connectivity (dFC) 
(Adapted from [25]). 

 

1. Model-based analyses 

 

a) Seed-based correlational analysis 

 

The first approach applied in resting-state investigations was seed-based correlational analysis [25]. It 

consists on the extraction of the time series of a seed/region of interest (ROI) which can be defined with 

distinct configurations – as a volume (e.g. spherical configuration) or as a unique voxel. The activity from 

this ROI is compared to all other brain voxels using (i) general linear model (GLM) or (ii) correlation 

analysis [29].  

 

(i) The GLM establishes a model and fits it to the data. It can be included in different analyses 

and relates a dependent/response variable to one or more independent variables 

(predictors) as below:  

 𝑌 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 𝑥2  … . + 𝛽𝑛 𝑥𝑛 + ε 
 

(2) 
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This equation means that the fMRI signal 𝑌 for a given voxel can be described as the 

summation of design/explanatory variables ( 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ,….𝑥𝑛  ) each multiplied by a weighting 

parameter (𝛽1, 𝛽2…) plus a random noise term (ε). Many models include nuisance regressors 

as design variables, i.e. regressors of no interest that are suspected to have an effect in the 

data (e.g. motion or age effect), thus the amount of error is expect to decrease. Once the 

GLM model is set up, a least squares optimization mechanism computes values for the 

weighting factors corresponding to each explanatory variable. The model will not perfectly 

fit to the data, so residuals will arise for each time point. Different statistical tests, e.g. t- and 

F-tests, can be carried out to assess the significance of each explanatory variable’s 

contribution to 𝑌 [36].  

 

(ii) Correlation analysis allows the computation of the extent of temporal synchrony between 

two different voxels through the correlation coefficient (𝑟), calculated as: 

 

 
𝑟 =

∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑋)(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑌)

√∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑋)2∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑌)2

 

 

(3) 

 

Where 𝑟 can range from -1 to 1, with 0 denoting absence of correlation, 𝑟 = 1 perfect 

correlation and 𝑟 = − 1 perfect anti-correlation. This analyses is only suitable when only a 

single hypothesis is under investigation, i.e. to compare a pair of voxel’s time series. In 

resting-state studies, greater values of  𝑟 translate into strong connectivity between two 

different regions [29].  

 

The brain regions that are correlated with the ROI exhibit the functional connectivity generated by the 

seed, i.e. in the scope of resting-state, each RSN can be extracted from a given related seed [25]. This 

method can be applied to assess differences between groups of individuals (controls vs unhealthy 

population) [29]. 

 

b) Regional Homogeneity analysis (ReHo) 

 

ReHo is a voxel-based method which compares the time-series behaviour of a specific voxel with its 

closest neighbours. This approach resides in the assumption that neuronal activity is expressed as a 

group of clusters instead of isolated voxels. The statistic used to measure synchronization of time series 

is called Kendall’s coefficient of concordance. This technique provides local information of brain activity 

[37].  
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c) Amplitude of Low-Frequency Fluctuations (ALFF) 

 

Brain slow fluctuations are a distinctive characteristic of the resting-state useful to determine correlations 

across brain regions as well as identification of resting-state networks. This method evaluates signal 

amplitude in a voxel basis. The magnitude of these oscillations along brain areas can be different among 

subjects, meaning that it can act as a marker of abnormality [25].  

Both ReHo and ALFF are techniques that assess brain function in a regional level. Typically, they are 

used jointly because they express different BOLD properties – synchronization (ReHo) and amplitude 

(ALFF) [25]. Moreover, they can serve as a complement to aid in results ‘interpretation.  

 

2. Data-driven analyses 

 

a) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

 

PCA applies an orthogonal transformation in order to define a set of orthogonal directions that possibly 

explain the variation observed in the functional data [38]. The resulting principal components (directions 

of orthogonality) are linearly uncorrelated with each other and are able to exhibit the variance of data as 

well as segregate important data features [25]. Normally, the directions that are included in the analysis 

are restricted to those where the majority of variation exists [38].  

 

b) Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 

 

ICA is the most widely method used in resting-state fMRI studies. This approach aims to model the 

underlying spatiotemporal structure of the signal by decomposing the BOLD signal into separate 

components that add linearly. Each component contains a spatial functional map and the respective 

time course. The spatial maps generated by the decomposition of the resting-state fMRI data define a 

variety of brain networks [35]. For a successful implementation of ICA to the data, spatial and temporal 

brain networks should be independent. Spatial ICA is more applicable than temporal ICA because fMRI 

data contains a larger extent of voxels comparing to time points, thus allowing better statistics 

estimations in the former methodology [39].  

Figure 1.8 depicts data organization conducted by spatial ICA on fMRI data. The spatial ICA algorithm 

reorganizes the 4D fMRI data into a 2D matrix including the voxels for a given time point ordered in a 

row, which means that a single row corresponds to a 3D image. The following step splits the obtained 

matrix into two new matrices – one that contains per column the time course of a specific signal and the 

other has the spatial map for each component in a row-basis. Therefore, as Beckmann et al [40] 

mentioned “spatial independent component analysis can be viewed as a way of finding temporal basis 

vectors so that the associated spatial maps are sparse and statistically independent”.  
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Figure 1.8: Representation of data organization and decomposition executed by spatial ICA algorithm (Image from 
[40]). 

 

Moreover, this technique has the advantage of detecting non-neural fluctuations arising from motion or 

physiological pulsations related to heartbeat and breathing. In this way, it is extensively used for data 

denoising. On the other hand, the downsides of this method include the complexity of the algorithm 

compared to seed-based analysis; the number of components generated by the model as well as the 

assignment of independent components of no interest are commonly performed by the user, producing 

suboptimal and biased results [29]. Whereas ICA implementation is very simple for single-subject (first-

level analysis), higher-level analysis is more demanding and implies the inclusion of a variety of 

algorithms [25].   

 

c) Clustering methods 

 

Clustering analysis aims to segment the fMRI data into different clusters according to similarities of time 

courses, i.e. voxels are grouped in the same cluster if exhibit temporal synchrony. Typically, clusters 

are restricted to be adjacent areas in the brain since neighbour clusters increase SNR. This method 

provides activation maps and as single-voxel techniques, every voxel in the data has the potentiality to 

be explored [41]. The mathematical algorithms used for clustering data can be (i) hierarchical clustering 

- starts with individual voxels as a cluster and combines similar clusters based on a specific distance 

measuring [34]; (ii) partitional clustering - partition of the dataset into non-overlapping clusters. It needs 

a priori definition of the number of clusters to be set; (iii) spectral clustering - applies graph representation 

where voxels are nodes that are connected through weighted edges. These weights represent similarity 

measures [42]. The fundamental concern with this method is to assure uniformity within a specific 

network across individuals [25].  

 

d) Graph theory 

 

Recently, graph theory has emerged as a promising technique to describe functional and structural 

connectivity in the brain. Given the small-world organization of the brain, it was largely applied in resting-

state studies [43]. This model defines brain regions as nodes connected by edges - links regions with a 

certain degree of correlation. Nodes can range from single voxels to large anatomical structures. 
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Consequently, graph metrics are implemented to study network topological features [25]: (i) clustering 

coefficient – number of clusters existent close to a node compared to the entire number of possible 

connections; (ii) characteristic path length – average shortest path between a pair of nodes; (iii) centrality 

– number of the shortest paths that pass by a node. A node with a great amount of connections has 

high centrality, thus being widely informative within the network [43]; (iv) modularity - metric that 

demonstrates network’s organization/structure. It measures the strength of parcellation of a network into 

modules. Large modularity values translate into dense linkages intra-modularity and sparse connections 

inter-modularity [44].  This methodology brings knowledge about functional connectivity and 

differentiation of different networks [25].  

 

e) Dynamic Functional Connectivity (dFC) 

 

The methods mentioned above assume that functional connectivity is constant during time. dFC arises 

as an alternative technique that considers the temporality of the BOLD signal. This technique suggests 

that alterations in functional connectivity over time may reveal essential features of brain networks [45]. 

As an example of metrics used, one can highlight the sliding window correlations and time-frequency 

analysis [25]. In the scope of resting-state investigations, this technique may become an upcoming field 

as a biomarker of neuropsychological disorders and treatment applications as reported by [46]. 

 

1.3. State of the Art 

Up to date, there are only a small number of studies and reports on patients with SVD who underwent 

resting-state fMRI. Here, we review recent studies that employed resting-state fMRI on patients with 

vascular cognitive impairment (no dementia), subcortical vascular mild cognitive impairment, early SVD 

and CADASIL. These studies were included since the underlying pathophysiology mechanisms of the 

different conditions are to some extent related to the small vessel disease. The investigations carried 

out differ on the data acquisition, pre-processing used and the type of method implemented in the 

analysis. Ideally, for studies of brain activity measured through fMRI to be valid and reliably compared 

between different groups, the relationship between neuronal activity and the BOLD signal across the 

populations should be the same (neurovascular coupling). Specifically, this correlation depends on the 

subjacent mechanism by which triggered neurons change local blood flow and on the oxygen 

consumption required for the neuronal activation.  

The following table summarizes the literature review by highlighting the main characteristics of the 

studies presented and the outcomes obtained.  
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Sun et al. 
(2011) [47] 

The seed-based correlational method was applied to study the alterations in the functional 
connectivity between patients with vascular cognitive impairment, no dementia (VCIND) 
and the control group. The posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) was used as the region of 
interest. 

 

Data acquisition 

Subjects: 16 patients with subcortical ischemic vascular disease, with cognitive impairment, and 18 subcortical 
ischemic vascular disease, no cognitive impairment (controls) 

MRI scanner: 3.0 T Achieva Philips 

Functional images: gradient-echo echo-planar sequence  

• Acquisition parameters: TR=2000ms; TE=30ms, FOV=230×230mm2, matrix=64×64, voxel resolution 
of 3.6 mm3, duration=7 minutes 

Design: subjects keep their eyes closed 

Pre-processing 

Functional images: slice timing and motion correction; normalization into MNI space; spatial smoothing using 
a Gaussian filter of 4mm FWHM; temporal band-pass filtering (0.01-0.08 Hz).  

Results 

PCC connectivity within group analysis: included the ventral medial prefrontal cortex, inferior temporal cortex, 
precuneus and the inferior parietal cortex on both sides (nodes of the underlying DMN). 

PCC connectivity between group analysis: functional connectivity decreased in patients in regions such as left 
middle temporal gyrus, left anterior cingulate/left middle frontal gyrus, right caudate, right middle frontal gyrus 
and left medial frontal gyrus. On the other hand, it increased in the right inferior temporal gyrus, the left medial 
temporal gyrus, left precentral gyrus, left superior parietal lobule. 

Conclusion 

Resting-state alterations were observed in patients with VCIND. The mechanism underlying this change may 
arise due to subcortical white matter lesions that altered fibre tract integrity and disturb functional connectivity as 
well as reduce perfusion caused by the underlying small vascular disease. 

  

Yi et al. 
(2012) [48] 

 

The ALFF and graph theory methods were used to study functional amplitude of low-
frequency fluctuations and functional connectivity density, respectively. Structurally, grey 
matter (GM) volume changes was identified in patients with subcortical vascular mild 
cognitive impairment (svMCI). 

Data acquisition 

Subjects: 26 svMCI patients and 28 healthy controls 

MRI scanner: 3.0 T Siemens 

Structural images: MPRAGE T1-weighted sequence 

• Acquisition parameters: TR=1900ms; TE=2.2ms; TI=900ms; flip angle=9º; data matrix=256×256; 

FOV=256×256 mm2, voxel resolution of 1mm3 

Functional images: EPI sequence 

• Acquisition parameters: TR=2000ms; TE=40ms; flip angle=90º; data matrix=64×64; FOV=256×256 
mm2; duration=8 minutes 

Design: Subjects keep their eyes closed  

Pre-processing 

Structural images: segmentation into GM, WM and CSF and registration to the functional and MNI space. 

Functional images: slice timing and head motion correction; normalization into the MNI space; spatial 
smoothing using 6mm FWHM Gaussian kernel; temporal band-pass filtering (0.01Hz-0.1Hz). In order to 
attenuate artifacts, several confounds were regressed out including WM signals, CSF signals and 6 head motion 
profiles. 
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Results 

Differences in structural GM volume: The svMCI patients presented decrease GM volume in cortical and 
subcortical regions. 

ALFF within-group and functional connectivity: High ALFF and functional connectivity in both groups. The 
posterior cingulate and the precuneus (PCC and PCu) exhibited the biggest ALFF values in both groups. 

Differences in functional amplitudes: svMCI patients showed decreased ALFF in the anterior part of the DMN; 
increased ALFF in regions that include the posterior part of the DMN. 

Differences in functional connectivity density: svMCI patients demonstrated decreased functional connectivity 
density in both anterior and posterior part of the DMN. 

Conclusion 

The increased ALFF in the PCC/PCu of the diseased population may translate a counterbalance mechanism 
due to vascular damage in order to reach physiological levels in the resting-state. The functional differences 
observed within the DMN for svMCI patients could be a specific biomarker of brain disorder. 

  

Schaefer et 
al.  (2014) 
[18][49] 

The graph-theory method was used to study changes of functional connectivity in early 
small vessel disease patients. 

Data acquisition 

Subjects: 12 SVD patients and 25 healthy controls 

Structural images: MPRAGE T1-weighted sequence (voxel resolution of 1mm3) and T2-weighted and FLAIR 
images 

Functional images: EPI pulse sequence 

• Acquisition parameters: 300 volumes, TR=2.3s and voxel resolution of 3×3×4mm3  

Pre-processing 

Structural images: WMH and lacunes were calculated using T2-w and FLAIR images. 

Functional images: slice-timing, distortion and motion correction; normalization into the MNI space; spatial 
smoothing using 6mm FWHM Gaussian kernel; regression of 8 nuisance signals (WM, CSF and six motion 
parameters); band-pass temporal filtering (0.01 Hz - 0.1Hz). 

Results 

Reduced connectivity of nodes located in prefrontal, parietal and cingulate cortices whereas connectivity 
increased in cerebellar structures when comparing SVD patients with healthy controls. 

Disruption of frontoparietal hubs in patients with early SVD is associated with WM lesion scores and 
neuropsychological incapacities. 

The most severed patients revealed reduced centrality in PCC. 

Conclusion 

The results support the evidence that frontoparietal connections are primarily affected by SVD 

  

Yi et al 
(2015) [50] 

The graph-theory method was used to assess changes in the configuration of functional 
brain networks in patients with subcortical vascular mild cognitive impairment (svMCI). 

Data acquisition 

Subjects: 26 patients with svMCI and 28 healthy controls. 

MRI scanner: 3.0 T Siemens  

Structural images: MPRAGE T1-weighted sequence, TR=1900ms; TE=2.2ms; flip angle= 9º; data 
matrix=256×256; FOV=256×256 mm2, voxel resolution of 1mm3 

Functional images: EPI sequence, TR=2000ms; TE=40ms; flip angle=90º; data matrix=64×64; FOV= 256×256 
mm2; voxel resolution of 4mm3, duration=8 minutes 

Design: subjects keep their eyes closed 
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Pre-processing 

Structural images: segmentation into GM, WM and CSF 

Functional images: slice timing and motion correction; normalization into the MNI space; temporal band-pass 
filtering (0.01 Hz-0.1 Hz); spatial smoothing using 6mm FWHM Gaussian kernel; 6 head-motion profiles and the 
average signal from the WM and ventricles were regressed out from the time courses 

Results 

Significant differences in global and local topological properties of patients when compared with healthy controls: 

Increased path length; different modular organization structure; disrupted intra- and inter-module connectivity in 
a variety of brain regions. 

Conclusion 

According with Schaefer et al [18] results, the observed segregation of the parietal regions from the executive 
cognitive network in the svMCI group can be associated with impaired cognitive function as well as with structural 
and functional perturbations in the frontoparietal connectivity in svMCI. 

  

Cullen et al. 
(2016) [15] 

The ICA method was used to identify resting state functional networks in patients with 
CADASIL that correspond to those associated with attention and executive function in the 
healthy population. Then, it was conducted the correlation between functional mean 
connectivity of independent components and neuropsychological tests. 

 

Data acquisition 

Subjects: 22 CADASIL patients. 

MRI scanner: 3.0 T Signa  

Structural images: 3D T1-w BRAVO sequence and T2-FLAIR  

Functional images: EPI sequence, TR=2000ms; TE=30ms; flip angle=78º; matrix=64×64×40; FOV= 
224×224×179mm3; voxel resolution=3.5×3.5×4.5, duration= 10 minutes.   

Design: subjects keep their eyes closed.  

Pre-processing 

Structural images: lacunes and brain volume were calculated on T1-w images. The former was normalized to 
intracranial volume whereas the latter was normalized to subject head size; subcortical hyperintensities were 
defined in FLAIR images and normalized to parenchymal volume. 

Functional images: motion correction, segmentation and spatial normalization to MNI space; spatial smoothing 
using 8mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. 

Results 

Components of interest: IC2 (right frontoparietal), IC4(left frontoparietal), IC25 (bilateral frontoparietal), IC31 
(bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal).  

ROI analysis: IC4 correlated with faster processing speed whereas IC25 with faster processing speed, better 
executive function and lower trailmaking B minus A time. 

Conclusion 

According with previous studies in healthy subjects and those with sporadic SVD, intrinsic frontoparietal 
functional networks are also traceable in patients with CADASIL and can be correlated with cognitive measures.  

The reduced functional connectivity can be speculated as being caused by structural lesion and responsible for 
developing cognitive dysfunction. 
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From the most promising applications of resting-state fMRI studies, one can highlight the comparison of 

functional connectivity across different groups of subjects. Since there is no task paradigm, studies are 

easily performed in patients precluded to cooperate in task stimuli and may avoid challenges about the 

most suitable task strategy. The majority of the investigations in this area aims to compare healthy 

subjects to patients with neurological or psychiatric disorders as well as to expand the knowledge about 

the anatomical and functional structure of the brain of healthy individuals. The pathological alterations 

in the intrinsic patterns of the brain have demonstrated significant differences between healthy and 

diseased populations, proposing that consistent low amplitude fluctuations may add value to diagnostic 

and prognostic information [23].  

Regarding the most important conclusions, Schaefer et al [18] demonstrated reduced functional 

connectivity in frontoparietal networks in patients with early SVD, which is closely associated to white 

matter lesions and neuropsychological disturbances. In addition, Sun et al [47] found impaired functional 

connectivity between the anterior and posterior parts of the DMN in patients with VCIND – a clinical 

condition with vascular etiology similar to svMCI.  

Throughout these articles, one can highlight important issues that must be further investigated, such as 

(i) if functional connectivity alterations can be used as a cost-effective marker to predict disease states 

and progression; (ii) the ability and sensibility to appraise to which extent one can desegregate functional 

and structural markers of brain reorganization and phenomena of plasticity from direct lesion changes 

[49]. 

 

1.4. Objectives 

The main objective of this Thesis is to investigate alterations of intrinsic functional connectivity in 

sporadic SVD and CADASIL, based on the analysis of resting-state fMRI data, through comparison with 

healthy controls and the association with demographic, neuropsychological and structural imaging 

measures. In order to accomplish this objective, the following specific objectives were defined:  

1. To, pre-process the acquired structural and functional images from both patients and healthy 

controls, using well-established methodologies.  

2. To analyse intrinsic functional connectivity and assess differences between groups, using two 

different methods applied to the resting-state fMRI data: ICA and seed-based analysis.  

3. To investigate the relationship between intrinsic functional connectivity measures and relevant 

quantitative parameters of each participant, namely: demographical (age), neuropsychological 

(cognitive tests), and structural (lesion and brain volume), using multiple linear regression and 

a stepwise model to assess which measures best explain the mean connectivity encountered.   
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1.5. Original Contributions 

This work contributes to the study of alterations in functional connectivity in patients with sporadic SVD 

and CADASIL, particularly by allowing a better interpretation of the functional changes inherently 

associated with this vascular disease through their relationship with other demographic, 

neuropsychological and structural parameters of interest.  

This study adds to only two prior studies analysing resting-state fMRI functional connectivity in SVD [15] 

[18], and it is the first one including both sporadic SVD and CADASIL patients, as well as controls. 

Moreover, it is also the first one to investigate systematically the relationship between functional 

connectivity and a number of demographic, neuropsychological and structural variables.  

The results from this study are expected to provide an added value for the possibility of introducing 

changes in functional connectivity as an efficient biomarker that helps obtaining a fast and reliable 

diagnostic. In fact, since SVD is a complex and heterogeneous disease, the inclusion of a biomarker 

might work as an important complement to increase confidence in the diagnosis.    

Furthermore, this work may aware the scientific community to further investigate the usage of resting-

state BOLD images to assess disturbances in different types of dementia. Another ground-breaking 

contribution is the fact that the data used for this investigation is from a Portuguese population.  

 

1.6. Thesis Outline 

This thesis is organized in four chapters. The present chapter is an introduction to the work, where a 

motivation that led to the theme is given, including theoretical background and literature review on 

studies of interest for the development of this work. Chapter 2 presents the data used in this study as 

well as the respective pre-processing and the quantitative measures included in the analysis. The 

methods will also be discussed, namely the ICA and seed-based approaches. Chapter 3 displays the 

results between-group analysis using the two different methods as well as the statistical analysis carried 

out for the diseased population. Chapter 4 closes the present study presenting the most relevant 

conclusions and addresses limitations and future developments. It also includes the discussion of the 

results presented in Chapter 3.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Data description  

2.1.1. Participants  

Data used in the investigation of functional connectivity (FC) were obtained on a 3T Siemens Verio MRI 

system using a 12-channel RF coil at Hospital da Luz between 2015 and 2017, in the scope of the 

research project NEUROPHYSIM. The participants included are 11 sporadic SVD (S-SVD) patients, 6 

CADASIL patients, and 8 healthy controls. The respective diagnosis was performed at Hospital Egas 

Moniz in the Department of Neurology based on clinical and neuropsychological assessment. The 

demographic characteristics are listed in Table 2.1. No significant differences of age exist between 

groups. 

 

Table 2.1: Demographic details from the different groups. 

Group N Age (mean ± std) Gender (F/M) 

S-SVD 11 52.0 ± 7 9/2 

CADASIL 6 47.2 ± 10 4/2 

Healthy 
controls 

8 55.5 ± 2 3/5 

 

 

2.1.2. Neuropsychological evaluation 

The neuropsychological evaluation of the patients consisted of a comprehensive battery of cognitive 

tests. For the purpose of the current investigation, the following four cognitive tests were included in the 

analysis, in order to reflect the patients’ performance in four relevant cognitive domains: (i) trailmaking-

test part A – measures processing speed, i.e., visual attention combined with information processing 

[51]; (ii) trailmaking-test part B – measures executive function as well as working memory [51]; (iii) 

wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III), specifically the digit span sub-test – assesses attention 

and working memory [15]; (iv) rey-osterrieth complex figure memory sub-test – measures long-term/non-

verbal memory and some features of executive function [52]. The most common neuropsychological 

disturbance associated with SVD is related with executive function which is responsible for controling a 

variety of basic cognitive processes such as capacity of problem-solving, working memory, attentional 

control and speed of processing information. Patients with SVD are characterized as having 

complications with completing different tasks in a short period of time (multitasking) [6].  
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2.1.3. Imaging data acquisition  

For the present study, both T1-weighted and T2-weighted structural images as well as resting-state 

BOLD fMRI data were available for all subjects (Figure 2.1), among other images not reported here.  

The T1-weighted images were collected using a MPRAGE sequence with parameters 𝑇𝐸 = 2.26 𝑚𝑠,

𝑇𝐼 =  900 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 2250 𝑚𝑠  and flip angle of 9º. These images covered the from the whole-brain with 

a voxel resolution of 1×1×1 𝑚𝑚3 and are represented by a matrix of size 240×256×144 and thus, have 

a FOV of 240×256×144 𝑚𝑚3. The MPRAGE sequence is a fast 3D gradient echo pulse. It is fast to 

acquire.  

The T2-weighted images were collected using a fluid attenuation and inversion recovery (FLAIR) 

sequence, with parameters 𝑇𝐸 = 97 ms, 𝑇𝐼 =  2500 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 8500 𝑚𝑠  and flip angle of 150º. The voxel 

resolution of these images are  0.7×0.7×3.3 𝑚𝑚3 and have a matrix size of 256×320×47, consequently 

the FOV is 179×224×155 𝑚𝑚3. 

During the resting-state fMRI acquisition, the subjects were instructed to keep their eyes closed and 

restrain from moving as much as possible. A gradient-echo EPI sequence was used to acquire the 

functional images with parameters 𝑇𝐸 = 50 𝑚𝑠, 𝑇𝑅 = 2500 𝑚𝑠, voxel resolution of 3.5×3.5×3.0 𝑚𝑚3, 

matrix = 64×64×40, hence with a FOV of 224×224×120 𝑚𝑚3, duration= 5 minutes. EPI is a fast 

imaging method that uses a strong switched frequency-encoding gradient applied simultaneously with 

an intermittently low-magnitude phase-encoding gradient. Gradient echoes are collected with each 

oscillation of the readout gradient. 

 

  

 

Figure 2.1: Example of one axial slice of the T1-weighetd structural image (left) and one axial slice of one volume 
of the BOLD-fMRI imaging sequence (right), from one illustrative SVD patient.  

 

2.2. Imaging analysis 

All image analyses were performed using FSL tools (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). 

2.2.1. Structural imaging 

Some pre-processing steps were first performed on the T1-weighted structural images. Firstly, non-brain 

components are extracted from structural images using FSL’s Brain Extraction Tool (BET). It estimates 

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
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the skull and scalp surface in order to accurately exclude non-brain tissue. This is an important 

procedure when segmentation and/or registration is carried out. 

The T1-weighetd structural images were then used to extract the structural measures that will be 

included in the statistical analysis, namely: normalized brain volume (nBV) and normalized white matter 

lesion load (nWMLL),. 

The nBV was estimated based on the T1-weighted (MPRAGE) images using FSL’s tool SIENAX 

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/SIENA). The total volume of brain tissue (grey matter and white 

matter) is estimated, and normalized with respect to each individual’s skull size .   

For the computation of nWMLL, the WMHs were identified and segmented manually (by Ana Graça[53]) 

on the T2-weighted (FLAIR) images. The respective volume was then computed and normalized by the 

respective brain volume of each individual (obtained by SIENAX). Typically, these WMH lesions are 

located in the deep white matter and close to the ventricles and are depicted as distinct bright white 

points on T2-weighted (FLAIR) images. 

 

2.2.2. Functional imaging 

2.2.2.1. Pre-processing 

For each BOLD fMRI dataset, the following pre-processing steps were executed using FSL’s FEAT tool 

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FEAT/): (i) non-brain removal using BET; (ii) motion correction to 

attenuate the effect of head motion by aligning all acquired volumes with respect to a reference volume 

using rigid body transformations (MCFLIRT tool). This tool estimates 3 rotations and 3 translations, and 

computes the resulting mean displacement, as illustrated in figure 2.1; (iii) spatial smoothing using a 

Gaussian kernel with 5 mm FWHM is conducted individually in each volume of the fMRI data set; (iv) 

high-pass temporal filtering with cut-off = 40 𝑇𝑅𝑠 = 100𝑠 which is the recommended value for resting-

state fMRI data [25].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/SIENA
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FEAT/
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Figure 2.2: Example of FEAT motion correction results, showing estimated rotations, translations, and mean 
displacement, in each volume, for one illustrative patient. 

 

The final step of the fMRI pre-processing pipeline in this study involved the application of ICA denoising 

using FSL’s tool FIX (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FIX/). ICA is a common technique used in fMRI 

pre-processing to detect artifacts in the data, such as scan-related artifacts, head movement or other 

non-rigid motions that can not be corrected by standard tecniques such as MCFLIRT [19]. FIX classifies 

ICA components into quality signal vs noise components, by application of a training dataset. In this 

way, the components of no interest can be removed from the reconstruction of the data, originating a 

denoised dataset. The exclusion criteria takes into account spatial and temporal features of the 

components. This approach is particularly suitable for resting-state fMRI data enabling an efficient 

cleaning of artifacts [54].  

 

2.2.2.2. Registration  

The pre-processed fMRI data underwent registration to the T1-weighted structural image of the 

respective subject, as well as to the MNI standard space, also using FSL’s FEAT tool. The registration 

is a 2-stage process: the reference functional image is registered to the T1-weighted structural image 

through the boundary-based registration (BBR) method – this cost function looks for white-matter 

boundaries in the EPI image since it is estimated to observe considerable differences across these 

boundaries (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT_BBR). Then the high resolution structural image 

is normalized to a standard space (MNI152, T1-weighted,  2×2×2 𝑚𝑚3). A simple linear registration 

using FLIRT (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT) is not adequate to align internal structures of the 

brain as they have distinct dimensions, especially due to ageing and consequences of disease. Thereby, 

a non-linear registration is performed using FSL’s tool FNIRT 

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FNIRT/), which enables better alignment of internal strucutures. Non-

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FIX/
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT_BBR
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FNIRT/
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linear transformation is used after affine linear transformation for optimal accuracy. The cost function 

used in FLIRT is the correlation ratio whereas in FNIRT is the sum-of-square difference. Regarding the 

parameters used in these registration models: FLIRT uses 12 degrees-of freedom (3 translations, 3 

rotations, 3 zooms and 3 shears) from the high resolution structural image to MNI; while in the case of 

FNIRT, displacement fields for each dimension are applied. Finally, the two transformations are 

combined, taking the low resolution fMRI image into the standard space. The following Figure 2.3 

exhibits the registration described. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Example of registration of the fMRI data to the structural image and the standard MNI space, for one 
illustrative patient. Top image: from high resolution to standard space: (i) top line – the structural image is in grey 
and the red lines represent the MNI; bottom line – structural image in red contours and the MNI in grey. Middle 
image: from functional space to high resolution structural space: (i) top line – fMRI image in grey and the high 
resolution structural image exhibited in red lines; bottom line – fMRI image depicted in red lines and the structural 
image in grey. Bottom image: combined transformation from functional to MNI space: (i) top line – fMRI is in grey 
and the red contours are from the MNI image; bottom line – fMRI is exhibited in red lines whereas the MNI is in 
grey. 

 

2.2.2.3. FC Analysis 

2.2.2.3.1. Independent Component Analysis 

Spatial ICA was performed on the group data using FSL’s MELODIC software implementing probabilistic 

ICA (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/MELODIC/). The methodology used to perform group inferences 

was multi-session temporal concatenation (schematized in Figure 2.4). It is the most suitable for resting-

state data since there is no common time-course for the subjects as in contrast with task-oriented 

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/MELODIC/
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design. This technique concatenates the single-subject data sets in time and runs ICA on the 

concatenated data matrix [55].   

 
 

 

Figure 2.4: Temporal concatenation methodology for multi-subject ICA (image from [56]). 

 

This analysis generates the number of independent components (ICs) automatically and outputs the 

group IC maps as well as the correspondent time-courses. Thirty-three ICs were generated and, from 

these 33, 19 were considered RSNs. These 19 RSNs were classified through visual inspection by using 

10-well matched maps published by Smith et al  (https://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/datasets/brainmap+rsns/) 

[26]. 

After multi-subject ICA analysis was conducted, FSL’s dual regression 

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/DualRegression) was performed to assess FC differences across the 

3 groups. It enables the identification, within the space of each individual, of spatial maps and 

corresponding time-series associated to the group-ICA components. The multi-subject ICA provides a 

a set of networks that will be compared between groups. The group-ICA maps are used as input in the 

dual regression where a multivariate temporal regression is performed in order to assess individual 

specific spatial maps by using their time-courses as is depicted in Figure 2.5.  

 

 

Figure 2.5: Scheme of the dual regression step to extract subject-specific IC spatial maps (image from [56]). 

 

Finally, a group anaysis is conducted by entering the participants’ individual IC spatial maps in a GLM 

framework, using an appropriate design matrix and corresponding contrasts (examplified in Figure 2.6) 

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/GLM).  

 

https://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/datasets/brainmap+rsns/
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/DualRegression
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/GLM
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Figure 2.6: Final step of the dual regression where spatial maps featuring group differences are outputted (image 
from [56]). 

 

Within the GLM, 4 explanatory variables were defined, namely the three groups – CADASIL, S-SVD and 

controls– and additionaly the regressor age, which was demeaned and zero-centered in order to adjust 

the results for age in the belief that it would add value in the description of group differences. 

Subsequently, 9 t-test contrasts were defined, corresponding to all the possible combinations/directions 

to assess between-group differences (6 contrasts) as well as a contrast for each group mean (3 

contrasts).  The design matrix defined in these analysis is represented in Figure 2.7. 

 

 

Figure 2.7: design matrix used throughout the analyses with the 4 explanatory variables and 9 t-test contrasts 

depicted. Note: SVD explanatory variable refers to S-SVD. 
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The dual regression was performed with variance normalization in order to demonstrate activity and 

spatial extent of the RSNs. Concerning statistical analysis, the different component maps are gathered 

across participants into 4D files, i.e., one per group-ICA map and tested voxel-wise for statistically 

significant differences between the groups using FSL’s tool randomise 

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/Randomise/UserGuide),which performs non-parametric permutation 

testing, with 5000 permutations for each contrast specified, using a threshold-free cluster enhanced 

(TFCE) technique to control for multiple comparisons. The hypothesis test to assess differences 

between groups were computed using  p< 0.05.  

 

2.2.2.3.2. Seed-based analysis  

For the seed-based analysis, three seeds were defined in MNI space, based on previous literature [57]: 

posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) (MNI coordinates: -6, -58, 28), supplementary motor area (SMA) (MNI 

coordinates: -2, 10, 48) and intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (MNI coordinates: 26, -58, 48). For each seed, a 

ROI was then defined as a sphere of radius of 5 mm in the MNI 152 2mm space as is depicted in Figure 

2.8. Then, each ROI was co-registered into each individual functional space and ultimately, the mean 

signal intensity was calculated by averaging the time series of all voxels in the selected ROI.  

 

 

Figure 2.8: Spherical ROIs defined in the MNI space. Left image: PCC; Middle image: SMA; Right image: IPS. 

 

These seeds/ROIs were selected because they represent commonly identifiable regions of three 

important RSNs: the DMN and two task-positive networks (sensorimotor network and attention network). 

For each subject, a multiple regression analysis was then performed in a GLM framework using FSL’s 

tool FEAT (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FEAT.) A first-level analysis was first carried out as 

schematized in Figure 2.9, using three explanatory variables (EVs) corresponding to the average BOLD 

fMRI time courses within the three seed ROIs; 3 contrasts of parameter estimates (COPEs) were 

defined, one for each EV.  

 

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/Randomise/UserGuide
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FEAT
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Figure 2.9: Scheme of the first-level GLM analysis. (Image from [58]). 

 

The output from the voxel-wise single-subject analysis was fed into a higher-level analysis as depicted 

in Figure 2.10 using a mixed-effects model as implemented in FSL’s tool FLAME. Multiple comparisons 

were corrected at the cluster level using Gaussian random field theory (min Z > 2.3; cluster significance: 

p < 0.05, corrected). This group-level analysis produced thresholded Z-score maps of positive and 

negative FC for each individual seed. The GLM defined in this group analysis is the same as the one 

described in the previous section regarding ICA analysis (Figure 2.7). 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Scheme of the higher-level GLM analysis. (Image from [59]). 

 

2.3. Statistical Analysis 

A statistical analysis of the mean FC measured in each patient using resting-state fMRI was performed 

in order to investigate its relationship with relevant demographic, neuropsychological and brain structure 

measures. For this purpose, a multiple linear regression was conducted using the mean FC values as 

outcome measures and the other quantitative measures as explanatory variables. 

For the mean FC, the following measures were considered. Firstly, from the ICA analysis, the mean 

value was extracted from the individual IC Z-map of interest across the voxels exhibiting differences 

between patients and controls. Secondly, from the seed-based analysis, the mean value was extracted 
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from the individual COPE map obtained for each seed (PCC, SMA and IPS), across the voxels exhibiting 

signal changes significantly associated with the respective seed. Before averaging, the COPE values 

were converted into percent signal change (PSC), by normalizing them by the mean BOLD signal 

amplitude over time in each voxel. 

 

The following quantitative measures were considered for each patient: age, structural brain measures 

(nBV,  and nWMLL), and neuropsychological measures from different cognitive domains (trailmaking A, 

trailmaking B, WAIS-III: digit span, and rey memory sub-tests). The following Table 2.2 contains the 

quantative measures for all the S-SVD and CADASIL patients.   

 

Table 2.2: Quantitative measures included in the statistical analysis of the patients’ mean FC, specifically 
demographical, structural and neuropsychological measures. 

 

 

Values of nBV are in cm3; nWMLL is dimensionless; trailmaking A and B are in seconds (longer times mean worse 
performance); WAIS-III digit span sub-test is defined as a score where the maximum is 30; Rey complex figure 
memory sub-test is defined as a score where the total is 36 (higher scores in WAIS-III and Rey tests translates into 
better outcome).  

 

All statistical analyses were performed in R statistics software [60]. Firstly, an exploratory analysis was 

conducted to investigate the behaviour of the quantitative variables with each other and with the mean 

connectivity. Thereafter, in order to assess whether the quantitative measures contribute significantly to 

explain the mean connectivity from the diseased population, i.e. CADASIL and S-SVD subjects, a 

multiple linear regression analysis was carried out.  

Finally, a stepwise model was used to select the ensemble of covariates that best explain the mean 

connectivity observed. This algorithm is an automatic procedure that selects the most suitable group of 

covariates based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC), which estimates the quality of each model 
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(minimized AIC value corresponds to the best fit). The distributions of the mean connectivity were tested 

for normality in each sample with the Shapiro-Wilk test. 

 

The overall p-values obtained represent the lowest level of significance for which the null hypothesis 

must be rejected, in other words, it is a probability under the condition that the null hypothesis is true. 

The null hypothesis is that the samples considered are independent random samples from normal 

distributions with equal means and equal but unknown variances. A low p-value, normally lower than 

5% means that there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis.  
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3. Results  

This study investigated changes in intrinsic brain FC in SVD patients, with S-SVD and CADASIL, 

compared with healthy controls. The results obtained are presented in the present chapter. Firstly, 

section 3.1 exhibits the outcome of the exploratory analysis performed using ICA. Within this section the 

whole-brain and network mean FC analyses results are exhibited. Additionally, section 3.2 contains the 

results from the seed-based analysis, including the whole-brain and network mean FC analyses as well 

for the seeds PCC, SMA and IPS. At the end of this section, a cognitive performance analysis is 

explored, where the response variable are the neuropsychological tests expressed as a function of age, 

nWMLL, nBV and the mean FC of PCC, SMA and IPS.  

 

3.1. Independent Component Analysis 

The ICs obtained with the group analysis that correspond to well-established RSNs, according to Smith 

et al [26], are represented in Figure 3.1. However, there is one RSN missing from this analysis when 

compared with the 10 RSNs maps from Smith et al, specifically, the right frontoparietal RSN. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: RSNs obtained from the group ICA analysis. The RSNs are shown as the Z-maps of the identified ICs 
(3<Z<9); one representative slice at each orientation is shown, as well as a 3D representation of the brain surface.  
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3.1.1. Whole-brain FC analysis  

In order to appraise whether there were group differences, the dual regression technique was carried 

out. The only RSN IC exhibiting significant group differences was the sensorimotor RSN (IC 12) as 

described in Table 3.1. This RSN includes the precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, supplementary motor 

area and some parietal cortex regions. The brain regions that are connected in this network are involved 

in motor and sensory functions [61]. Specifically, within this RSN, a decrease in FC was found in the S-

SVD group compared with the control group (Figure 3.2). The corrected p-value map outputted from the 

dual regression was carefully analysed to assess whether the active voxels were consistent across the 

RSN. 

 

Table 3.1: Information regarding the IC that revealed significant differences across groups. 

  

 

 

Figure 3.2: Map of significantly decreased FC in the sensorimotor RSN between S-SVD patients and controls (blue 
to light blue, 0.95 < corrected p-value < 1.00), overlaid on the Z map of the respective IC (red to yellow, 3< Z < 9 ); 
20 representative axial slices are shown. 
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The brain region where significant differences were encountered pertains to the parietal lobes. It resides 

roughly in the middle area of the brain, above the occipital lobe and behind the central sulcus [62]. The 

lobe from the dominant-hemisphere is responsible for language functionalities whereas in the right 

hemisphere, the central role is in focusing attention and integration of visuospatial and somatosensory 

information (cognition and information processing) [63]. Typically, disability on the parietal lobe may lead 

to inability to interpret spatial features from a given stimulus, incapacity of using visual information for 

orientation purposes and sensory loss [64].  In particular, within the parietal lobe, there are anatomical 

structures where group differences were more pronounced and consequently, must be highlighted: (i) 

the postcentral gyrus, known as sensory strip, comprises the primary somatosensory cortex which is an 

elementary receptor of somatic sensation from thalamus. Alterations to the postcentral gyrus may 

disrupt the contralateral somatosensory integration especially in tactile localization and differentiation 

as well as body posture sensitivity [62]; (ii) the precentral gyrus, denominated motor strip, includes the 

primary motor cortex which is responsible for the execution and control of voluntary movements [65]; 

(iii) the superior parietal lobule which is connected to the postcentral gyrus and is involved in attention 

and visuospatial tasks, specifically the representation and manipulation of a body image as well as relate 

it to the appropriate environment [65]; (iv) the precuneus cortex which is responsible for several cognitive 

processes. It includes functions such as integration of environmental information, episodic memory, self-

consciousness, mental imaginary and visuospatial processing [66]. 

 

3.1.2. Network mean FC analysis 

Before fitting the multiple linear regression model, a descriptive analysis was performed in order to 

investigate how the variables are related to one another. In Figure 3.3 all pair-wise combinations of 

quantitative variables are illustrated in scatter plots.  
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Figure 3.3: Scatter plots for all pair-wise combinations of the variables considered for each patient. IC12_MC: 
Independent Component 12 Mean Connectivity; nWMLL: normalized White Matter Lesion Load; nBV: normalized 
Brain Volume; TMT-A: Trailmaking Test-A; TMT-B: Trailmaking Test- B; WAIS_III_Digit_span: WAIS-III digit span 
sub-test; Rey_mem: Rey memory sub-test. 

 

Importantly, on the first row (or first column) of figure 3.3, the relation between the mean connectivity 

and the different covariates is depicted. To support further the strength of the linear relationship of two 

variables, the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for each pair of variables as displayed in 

Table 3.2. The covariate most strongly positively correlated with the mean connectivity of the 

somatosensory RSN (IC12) is nBV, whereas the one most negatively correlated is age. Strong 

correlations can also be found between different neuropsychological measures, which may be explained 

by the fact that different tests may reflect common cognitive functions, or dysfunctions. 

 

Table 3.2: Pearson correlation between all pair-wise combinations of quantitative variables. 

 

 

Furthermore, in order to observe how the mean connectivity behaves within each group, Figure 3.4 

displays the distributions for the three different groups.  
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Figure 3.4: Boxplot representation of the mean connectivity (y-axis) for the different groups. The central mark is the 
median; the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles; the upper and lower extreme represent, respectively 
the maximum and minimum values (excluding outliers). 

 

Within CADASIL group, 50% of mean connectivity values are greater than 3.6 and the data range from 

3.0 to 4.3. Regarding S-SVD subjects, the median is 3.3 and the minimum and the maximum value are 

3.1 and 3.9, respectively. Notice that, within S-SVD distribution, it is possible to identify an outlier. 

Concerning the healthy group, the median is 3.3 (similar to the S-SVD group) and the values vary from 

3.0 to 3.7.    

The results of the multiple linear regression, and respective step model analysis, for the mean 

connectivity of the somatosensory RSN (IC12) are presented in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3: Multiple linear regression and stepwise model analysis for the mean connectivity from IC12 as dependent 
variable. β=parameter estimate; SE=standard error; R-squared = adjusted coefficient of variation. The p-values 
presented correspond to the coefficients of the individual regressors and to the overall significance of the model.  
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The overall model including all explanatory variables can predict FC of IC12 significantly (p=0,05), 

explaining 54,7% of its variance (according to the adjusted coefficient of variation, R-squared), although 

only age exhibits a significant negative relationship (p=0,045). Nevertheless, the stepwise model 

analysis revealed that the best model includes only the following explanatory variables: age, nBV and 

WAIS-III digit span neuropsychological sub-test (p=0,0007), explaining 65,3% of variance in FC of IC12. 

This is found to decrease with age, while it increases with brain volume and with working memory and 

attention performance. 

In this way, the reduced FC verified in the sensorimotor RSN can be explained by mechanisms of ageing 

and brain atrophy, and are associated with cognitive performance measured by the WAIS-III digit span 

neuropsychological sub-test which include the following domains: attention and working memory.   

 

3.2. Seed-based analysis  

Concerning model-based analysis, three seeds were selected to investigate their affected connections 

with other brain regions. This investigation attempts to relate differences in the FC with the pathogenesis 

of SVD.   

   

3.2.1. Whole-brain FC analysis  

3.2.1.1. PCC connectivity  

The between-group differences in resting-state FC using the PCC as a seed are described in Table 3.4 

and the respective maps are shown in Figure 3.5. The regions that showed activated patterns are 

spatiotemporal correlated with the PCC.  

 

Table 3.4: Characteristics of the clusters showing significant group differences in the FC of PCC. 

 

 

Compared with the healthy control group, S-SVD patients demonstrated increased FC in the left inferior 

and superior parietal lobule. Regarding differences between the two patients’ populations, i.e. CADASIL 

vs S-SVD, CADASIL subjects revealed increased FC in the right middle temporal gyrus, left temporal 

lobe and left postcentral gyrus. Conversely, S-SVD patients exhibited increased connectivity in the left 

inferior parietal lobule and the right thalamus. Notably, the left inferior parietal lobule is a region of 

increased activity in the S-SVD population when compared with both healthy and CADASIL groups. The 
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functions related to this structure are thought to be associated with social cognition, language and 

speech processing [67]. The right thalamus, located at the centre of the right hemisphere, is also a 

structure of increased FC in the S-SVD population. The thalamus is in charge of processing sensory 

and motor information as well as arousal and mood functions. It is an area crossed by many brain 

networks [68].  The brain regions where CADASIL group revealed higher FC than S-SVD patients 

correspond to structures from the temporal (right middle temporal gyrus and left temporal lobe) and 

parietal (left postcentral gyrus) lobes. Notably, the middle temporal gyrus was studied as a structure 

involved in semantic cognition [69]. The main function of the temporal lobe is the processing of auditory 

information. Additionally, it contributes to the generation of long-term memories (visual and verbal) and 

aids in the interpretation of sensory inputs, namely smells and sounds [70].  
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Figure 3.5: maps showing significant group differences in the FC of PCC. The MNI images are overlaid by z-maps 
of specific contrasts (red to yellow, 2.3 < Z < 10.7) such as: S-SVD>Healthy (top image); CADASIL>S-SVD (middle 
image); S-SVD>CADASIL (bottom image). Representative axial slices are shown.  
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3.2.1.2. SMA connectivity  

The between-group differences in resting-state FC with the SMA are described in Table 3.5 and the 

maps are depicted in Figure 3.6.  

 

Table 3.5: Characteristics of the clusters showing significant group differences in the FC of SMA. 

 

 

When compared with controls, both S-SVD and CADASIL patients had reduced SMA FC in multiple 

brain areas. Interestingly, the affected brain regions were different in the two patient groups, and indeed 

both greater and weaker SMA FC was found in one group relative to the other.  

The CADASIL group revealed decreased FC in the right and left thalamus as well as in the cerebellum, 

when compared with controls. Concerning S-SVD patients compared with controls, they exhibited 

reduced FC in the right frontal lobe, left inferior frontal gyrus, precuneus cortex and both right and left 

occipital lobes. Regarding the comparison between both groups of patients, besides the decreased FC 

in the right occipital lobe, the S-SVD population revealed weaker FC in the left insula. This small 

structure of the brain is involved in interoceptive functions as well as emotions and language [71]. 

Conversely, the S-SVD group showed increased FC in the right putamen compared to CADASIL. This 

anatomical region participates in movement and learning aspects.  
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Figure 3.6: maps showing significant group differences in the FC of SMA. The MNI images are overlaid by z-maps 
of specific contrasts (red to yellow, 2.3 < Z < 9.5) such as: Healthy>CADASIL (top image); Healthy > S-SVD (first 
middle image); CADASIL> S-SVD (second middle image); S-SVD > CADASIL (bottom image). Representative axial 
slices are shown. 
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3.2.1.3. IPS connectivity  

 

The between-group differences in resting-state FC using the IPS as a ROI are specified in Table 3.6 

and the corresponding maps are presented in Figure 3.7.  

 

Table 3.6: Characteristics of the clusters showing significant group differences in the FC of IPS. 

 

 

In this case, compared with controls, both S-SVD and CADASIL patients revealed decreased FC in an 

extended part of the IPS network. For the CADASIL patients, reduced FC was found in the right middle 

temporal gyrus, precuneus cortex, right precentral gyrus, left parietal lobe and right occipital lobe. As 

observed in the previous section, the activity of the precuneus cortex is affected within the groups of 

patients. Additionally, in accordance with the results from the whole-brain SMA connectivity, the S-SVD 

group showed reduced FC in the left occipital lobe. On the other hand, the left parietal lobe revealed 

increased FC which agrees with the findings of the whole-brain PCC connectivity.   
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Figure 3.7: maps showing significant group differences in the FC of IPS. The MNI images are overlaid by z-maps 
of specific contrasts (red to yellow, 2.3 < Z < 9.7) such as: Healthy>CADASIL (top image); Healthy > S-SVD (middle 
image); S-SVD > Healthy (bottom image). Representative axial slices are shown. 
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3.2.2. Network mean FC analysis  

The mean FC was extracted from each network generated in the seed-based first-level analysis, 

consisting of voxels that are spatiotemporally correlated with each seed; in other words, they correspond 

to the DMN (PCC), sensorimotor network (SMA) and dorsal-attention network (IPS).  

The distributions of the mean FC of the PCC, SMA and IPS networks across the three groups are 

presented in Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8: Boxplot representation of the mean connectivity (y-axis) for the three different groups with respect to 
the PCC, SMA and IPS networks. The central mark is the median; the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th 
percentiles; the upper and lower extreme represent, respectively the maximum and minimum values (excluding 
outliers). 

 

Looking at the PCC mean FC distribution, the S-SVD population exhibits higher variability, ranging from 

0.28 to 0.58 with half of the values above 0.42. By contrast, the CADASIL group is confined to a smaller 

mean connectivity interval, varying from a lower value of 0.48 to a maximum of 0.55 with a median of 

0.54. Notably, there is an upper outlier in CADASIL distribution with the value of 0.67. Regarding the 

healthy group, the median is 0.42 and the values vary from 0.36 to 0.48. 

Considering the SMA mean FC, the S-SVD group varies from 0.27 to 0.56 with 50% of the data higher 

than 0.49 (similar to the PCC distribution). Within CADASIL population, there are a lower and an upper 

outlier with the values of 0.35 and 0.76. The median of this subset is 0.55. Looking at the healthy group, 

half of the data is higher than 0.53 and the minimum and maximum value are 0.45 and 0.63, respectively. 
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Regarding IPS mean FC, the S-SVD group has a widely interval of values, ranging from 0.34 to 0.76 

with a median of 0.57 (higher than PCC and SMA mean connectivity). The CADASIL mean connectivity 

has a minimum value of 0.52 and maximum of 0.84. In addition, the median is 0.62. In relation to the 

healthy group, there is a lower outlier with the value of 0.52. The values range from 0.70 to 0.85. The 

median of this group is 0.76.  

In each case, the median of the CADASIL is higher than the S-SVD group. Notably, only in IPS mean 

FC, the healthy group revealed the highest median.  

The relationship between the mean FC of each network and the multiple covariates of interest, as well 

as between the covariates themselves, is assessed through the Pearson correlation coefficients 

between each pair of variables, as presented in Table 3.7. One can observe that the PCC mean FC is 

strongly positively correlated with the nWMLL, and negatively correlated with the performance in the 

trailmaking A neuropsychological test. In respect to SMA mean FC, all the covariates are weakly 

associated, even though the rey memory sub-test shows a moderate correlation. Finally, regarding IPS 

mean FC, the covariates that must be highlighted are the performance in the trailmaking B and the rey 

memory neuropsychological tests.  

 

Table 3.7: Pearson correlation between all pair-wise combinations of quantitative variables, including PCC, SMA 
and IPS mean connectivity.  

 

 

3.2.2.1. PCC connectivity  

The results for the exploratory analysis of the PCC mean FC are presented in Figure 3.9, and the results 

of the respective multiple linear regression and stepwise model analyses are presented in Table 3.8. 
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Figure 3.9: Scatter plots for all pair-wise combinations of the variables considered for each patient. PCC_MC: PCC 
Mean Connectivity; nWMLL: normalized White Matter Lesion Load; nBV: normalized Brain Volume; TMT-A: 
Trailmaking Test-A; TMT-B: Trailmaking Test- B; WAIS_III_Digit_span: WAIS-III digit span sub-test; Rey_mem: 
Rey memory sub-test. 

 

Table 3.8: Multiple linear regression and stepwise model analyses for the PCC mean FC as dependent variable. 
β=parameter estimate; SE=standard error; R-squared = adjusted coefficient of variation. The p-values presented 
correspond to the coefficients of the individual regressors and to the overall significance of the model.  
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From Table 3.8, looking at the overall p-value obtained from the multiple linear regression model (𝑝 =

0,03), one can conclude that the covariates are overall significantly associated with the PCC mean 

connectivity, explaining 61,2% of the mean FC variance. The stepwise algorithm, however, revealed 

that the best model includes specifically the following explanatory variables: nWMLL, nBV, trailmaking 

A and rey memory neuropsychological sub-tests. This latter model has a p-value of 0,001 and explains 

71,7% of variance.  

 

3.2.2.2. SMA connectivity  

 

The results for the exploratory analysis of the SMA mean FC are presented in Figure 3.10, and the 

results of the respective multiple linear regression and stepwise model analyses are presented in Table 

3.9. 

 

Figure 3.10: Scatter plots for all pair-wise combinations of the variables considered for each patient. SMA_MC: 
SMA Mean Connectivity; nWMLL: normalized White Matter Lesion Load; nBV: normalized Brain Volume; TMT-A: 
Trailmaking Test-A; TMT-B: Trailmaking Test- B; WAIS_III_Digit_span: WAIS-III digit span sub-test; Rey_mem: 
Rey memory sub-test. 
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Table 3.9: Multiple linear regression and stepwise model analyses for the SMA mean FC as dependent variable. 
β=parameter estimate; SE=standard error; R-squared = adjusted coefficient of variation. The p-values presented 
correspond to the coefficients of the individual regressors and to the overall significance of the model.  

  

 

Looking at table 3.9, the overall p-value from both models is not significant, nor does the best model 

obtained by the stepwise algorithm reach significance. Thus, it is not possible to state that the covariates 

investigated here are related with the SMA mean FC.  

 

3.2.2.3. IPS connectivity  

The results for the exploratory analysis of the IPS mean FC are presented in Figure 3.11, and the results 

of the respective multiple linear regression and stepwise model analyses are presented in Table 3.10. 
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Figure 3.11: Scatter plots for all pair-wise combinations of the variables considered for each patient. IPS_MC: IPS 
Mean Connectivity; nWMLL: normalized White Matter Lesion Load; nBV: normalized Brain Volume; TMT-A: 
Trailmaking Test-A; TMT-B: Trailmaking Test- B; WAIS_III_Digit_span: WAIS-III digit span sub-test; Rey_mem: 
Rey memory sub-test. 

 

Table 3.10: Multiple linear regression and stepwise model analyses for the IPS mean FC as dependent variable. 
β=parameter estimate; SE=standard error; R-squared = adjusted coefficient of variation. The p-values presented 
correspond to the coefficients of the individual regressors and to the overall significance of the model.  

  

 

Looking at table 3.10, the stepwise algorithm revealed a model that significantly explained the IPS mean 

FC results, which is based only on the performance in the trailmaking B test. This neuropsychological 

test evaluates executive function and working memory.  
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3.2.2.4. Neuropsychological performance 

In this final section, instead of defining the mean FC as the dependent variable of the multiple linear 

regression and stepwise model analysis, the cognitive tests were defined as the response variable and 

the same statistical procedure was conducted. The purpose of this analysis was to evaluate the 

predictive power of FC, compared to those of structural brain measures or age, in predicting the patients’ 

cognitive performance. For this purpose, the covariates included in the analysis were age, nBV, nWMLL, 

and the mean FC of PCC, SMA and IPS, and the response variables are the four different cognitive 

tests. The models obtained using the stepwise model analysis for each test are displayed in Table 3.11.  

Table 3.11: stepwise model with the neuropsychological tests as dependent variables. β=parameter estimate; 
SE=standard error; R-squared = adjusted coefficient of variation. The p-values presented correspond to the 
individual coefficients and the overall significance of the model. 

  

 

Looking at Table 3.11, it is possible to observe that the trailmaking test A did not exhibit significant 

results (p-value=0,07). Nonetheless, the remaining cognitive tests revealed significant correlations with 

a specific arrangement of covariates. The reaction times of the trailmaking test B can be best explained 

by age, PCC and IPS mean FC. Regarding the WAIS-III digit span sub-test, the scores can be explained 

by nBV and PCC mean FC. Finally, the covariates explaining the results from the rey memory sub-test 

are both structural measures together with the PCC mean FC. Remarkably, the PCC mean FC 

consistently belongs to the ensemble of covariates that explain the response variables, i.e. the outcomes 

from the battery of cognitive tests.  
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4. Conclusions  

The primary goal of this work was to demonstrate changes in the resting-state FC in patients with S-

SVD and CADASIL compared with a healthy control group. This goal was accomplished; however, it 

should be further validated by including more subjects equally distributed among the groups.  

 

Regarding the model-based analysis, the PCC was included as a region of interest since it represents 

a key node of the DMN, widely reported in previous studies. Besides the PCC, the DMN includes other 

brain areas such as the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, lateral inferior parietal lobes and medial temporal 

structures. Importantly, there are several vascular and psychiatric diseases that reveal patterns of 

abnormality in this anatomical structure [73]. Therefore, it is essential to understand the impact of the 

disease on the PCC.  Anatomically, it is located in the medial area of the inferior parietal lobe. There is 

no clear agreement from the scientific community regarding its function, however, different features can 

be highlighted. This anatomical structure exhibits high level of metabolism that varies in accordance 

with cognitive states, i.e. during rest mental states such as introspection or programming future activities, 

the metabolism is increased. On the other hand, during task-demanding situations, it is verified a 

decrease in the activity [73].  

 Additionally, the SMA was also considered as a ROI because it represents an important node of a task-

positive network, known as sensorimotor RSN. The SMA is located on the medial part of the brain, 

specifically in the dorsomedial frontal cortex lying in the superior frontal gyrus. This anatomical region is 

responsible for motor and cognitive control such as movement planning and execution [74]. Previously 

FC analyses showed that the SMA is connected to the primary motor cortex and spinal cord, therefore 

being involved in the execution of motor responses. Additionally, it is also connected to parietal, 

cingulate and posterior premotor areas. Besides the well-known association with motor function, recent 

studies revealed the participation of SMA with auditory processing and auditory imagery. Interestingly, 

increased activity in this area occurs even without the performance of a motor function [75].  

Similarly to the SMA, the IPS is an important node of a task-positive RSN, namely the dorsal-attention 

network. The IPS is situated in the lateral area of the parietal lobe. Based on recently connectivity 

investigations, the posterior part of the IPS is more connected to occipital regions and, its functionality 

is associated with visual attention control (processing of visual-spatial features), i.e. it translates into an 

active structure while subjects perform visual tracking of objects. Conversely, the anterior IPS region is 

commonly connected to prefrontal areas and is mainly responsible in the coordination of eye movements 

[76].   

The FC alterations mentioned in the Results section (chapter 3) might have arisen due to different 

factors that will be cited along the following section based on previous investigations. From the literature, 

it has been widely postulated that the reduced FC might be a result of underlying white matter lesions, 

which is a common radiological correlate of SVD [47]. WMH are one of the most important imagiological 

markers characterizing SVD and are linked with cognitive impairment, increased risk of stroke and 
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dementia [13]. Thus, the ability to detect early stages of WMH will provide enriched disease prevention 

strategies. On the other hand, the verified increased FC might be translated as a compensation due to 

vascular damage or a brain plasticity mechanism, where an additional compensation is required to reach 

normal physiological cognitive levels [48]. 

Up to date there are accumulating evidence that the study of RSNs, which are characterized by a specific 

spatial topography of temporal synchronization, is of huge importance. Besides the fact that resting-

state activity is highly metabolically, there are a variety of neurological and psychiatric disorders 

associated with changes between and within RSNs [24][61] and SVD is not an exception.  

Nevertheless, the results obtained from this study indicate that there are noticeable FC differences 

among the three different groups studied. In the near future, an effort must be placed to help in the 

characterization of this heterogeneous disease, aiding in its early diagnosis and disease monitoring.  

 

4.1. Relationship with related literature 

From the sensorimotor RSN mean FC analysis, one can conclude that ageing influences the mean FC 

of this network. Previous studies have reported reduced connectivity within RSNs related to normal 

ageing. Typically, cognitive decline accompanies healthy ageing, however there are cognitive domains 

more affected than others, namely, memory and executive function [77]. Differentiate whether cognitive 

decline is purely due to advanced ageing or is involved in the underlying vascular disease is increasingly 

important. Besides age, the covariates that best explain the mean FC from the sensorimotor RSN are 

the nBV and the WAIS-III digit span sub-test. The results from this analysis indicated that the decreased 

FC is correlated with neuropsychological dysfunction. Specifically, the WAIS-III digit span sub-test is 

responsible for evaluating working memory and attention. Notably, regarding the whole-brain FC 

analysis of the sensorimotor RSN, the S-SVD population showed decreased connectivity in brain areas 

responsible for episodic memory (precuneus cortex) and attention (superior parietal lobule) when 

compared with the healthy control group. The SVD is also characterized and accompanied by structural 

alterations, such as brain atrophy and white matter lesion load, that play a role in cognitive decline as 

well [78]. In fact, a recent investigation concluded that lesion volume and abnormal brain volume 

influence the speed of information processing (measured by trailmaking A test) as well as contributing 

to executive dysfunction (measured by trailmaking B test) [79].  

 

In terms of whole-brain PCC FC analysis, the increased FC verified in S-SVD subjects in the left superior 

parietal lobule had already been reported in a previous study of patients with vascular cognitive 

impairment without dementia [47]. The CADASIL group showed higher FC than S-SVD patients in some 

temporal structures, a result that had been published using as a study sample, patients with subcortical 

vascular cognitive impairment [80]. The overall enhanced connectivity of the PCC in SVD patients might 

be explained as a compensatory plasticity mechanism that arises due to the presence of lesions 

obstructing the corresponding neural networks [80]. 
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Regarding the whole-brain SMA FC analysis, the decreased FC observed in the cerebellum in the 

CADASIL group, when compared with the healthy population, might be explained since the chromosome 

responsible for CADASIL encodes other autosomal dominant disease, called episodic hereditary 

cerebellar ataxia that translates into cerebellum degenerative disorders [81]. Therefore, the reduction in 

cerebellum activity within the CADASIL subjects might be due to the fact that both disorders are 

intimately related. On the other hand, in relation to the healthy group, S-SVD showed reduced FC in the 

precuneus cortex. These finding is in accordance with a previous study in patients with subcortical 

vascular cognitive impairment [48]. Additionally, the decreased FC in the occipital lobes may be caused 

due to the preferential accumulation of cerebral microbleeds in these areas in patients with S-SVD 

(cerebral amyloid angiopathy) [82]. The reduced FC verified within the frontal lobes might had emerged 

due to atrophy in this anterior brain area [83] since typically, reduced brain volume is detected in patients 

with SVD. Importantly, it is also hypothesized a dissociation of the frontal-subcortical pathways as a 

mechanism that leads to loss of cognition commonly observed in this diseased group [47]. At last, with 

respect to imaging markers of cerebral SVD, the small deep infarcts are commonly located in the 

putamen [72], which might justify the decreased FC in this area within the CADASIL group when 

compared with the S-SVD.  

 

In relation to the whole-brain IPS FC analysis, the decreased FC exhibited in the middle temporal gyrus 

witihin the CADASIL group, compared to the healthy subjects, had been reported in a previous study 

using a study sample with clinical similarities to SVD [47]. Regarding the right precentral gyrus, an 

investigation in CADASIL patients was carried out that demonstrated cortical thickness in this structure 

which could be the cause for the reduced FC [84]. Additionally, within the CADASIL population, one of 

the most damaged area by white matter lesions is the left parietal lobe whereas the occipital lobe are 

changeably affected [85]. This finding could explain the reduced FC found in those areas.   

 

Concerning the PCC mean FC analysis, the nWMLL is one of the covariates that best explains the 

model.  A previous study on PCC connectivity in patients with vascular cognitive impairment no dementia 

revealed that FC might be affected by white matter lesions. In this way, the structural connectivity of the 

DMN, and hence its functional integrity, would be disrupted [47]. Interestingly, a recent study reported 

that the brain atrophy of the hippocampus as well as its structural and functional disconnection with the 

rest of the DMN might be the cause of mild memory impairment found in the SVD population [86]. Notice 

that the hippocampus, located in the middle temporal lobe, is an anatomical structure functionally 

connected to the PCC responsible for memory storage and consolidation. Importantly, from the 

statistical analysis, one can deduce that the mean FC correlates with the rey memory sub-test which 

assesses long-term memory. Additionally, FC is also associated with trailmaking A test, i.e. with 

information processing speed. Since white matter tracts are responsible for sustaining an efficient 

transmission of neural signals across different pathways, when they are damaged, cause an overall 

slowing of cognitive processing (slower reaction times in the trailmaking A). Frequently, patients with 
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SVD have disabled speed of processing [6]. The trailmaking is a valuable test to assess disturbances 

in neurological integrity.  

 

Looking at the SMA mean FC analysis, there is no significant result from both statistical analysis. 

However, a recent study in early SVD using network centrality analysis, revealed that the lower the 

centrality in sensorimotor areas, the slower was the reaction time in the trailmaking A test [18]. It is 

possible that our study, either lacked sensitivity to detect a similar effect, or did not investigate the 

relevant network measure in this case, namely its centrality. 

 

With regard to the IPS mean FC analysis, the trailmaking B was the covariate that best explained the 

IPS mean FC of the diseased population. As it has been reported by previous studies, the superior 

parietal cortex, which is functionally connected to the IPS, is involved in the coordination of information 

in working memory [87]. As well as processing speed, executive function is typically impaired in SVD 

patients [6]. 

 

Finally, from the neuropsychological performance analysis, one can observe that the PCC mean 

connectivity is a covariate involved in each model that best explains the scores from the battery of 

neuropsychological tests, except for the traimaking A. This finding suggests that the FC of the PCC, i.e., 

within the DMN, may indeed be a sensitive marker of SVD, that is correlated with performance in a 

number of cognitive tests. 

 

4.2. Limitations  

Some limitations in this study should be kept in mind. Firstly, the number of subjects available in this 

study was limited and the different groups were not equally represented (SVD = 11, CADASIL= 6 and 

the control group = 8). Thereby, studies including more subjects is of upmost importance in order to 

reproduce the results and increase the statistical power. Furthermore, longitudinal studies would also 

be critical for the validation of disease biomarkers that are sensitive to disease progression. In this way, 

FC could be used as a biomarker in the clinical field.  

Moreover, the neuropsychological tests used throughout the statistical analysis were not normalized to 

the respective population. It is fundamental that the Portuguese normative data become available in 

order to standardized the results, thus allowing comparisons across different studies.  

Importantly, the analysis methods used in this work assume that the RSNs have a constant profile, i.e. 

that they are stationary. However, they can change spontaneously.   

One essential issue to consider is that the BOLD signal relies on the well-known phenomena of 

neurovascular coupling. Therefore, it exists the possibility that the group differences observed as well 

as the correlations with the demographical, structural and neuropsychological measures are due to 
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changes in cerebrovascular dynamics rather than the underlying neuronal activation. In this way, one 

cannot assure that the FC differences are solely due to the subjacent disease. It might be due to an 

indirect mechanism of unknown origin, or due to both occurrences [49].  

Furthermore, a critical question that should be addressed is the fact that the global signal regression 

was not conducted during the pre-processing. This mathematical approach guarantees a similar number 

of negative and positive correlations distributed around zero. By regressing out the global signal, the 

distribution of coefficient correlations would be different and could include artefacts in the results. If this 

pre-processing step was integrated in the analysis, the outcome would probably be different.  

 

4.3. Future work  

Besides the importance to enlarge the study sample, there are some issues that would be interesting to 

explore in the future: 

• Investigate the impact of different fMRI data pre-processing options on the results. 

• Investigate other metrics of FC, such as dynamic FC or graph-theoretical network properties, 

etc. 

• Add hypertension as a covariate in the analysis since it represents the major risk factor of 

cerebral SVD.  

• Investigate the relationship between the resting-state FC measures and other functional 

imaging measures that are likely altered in SVD and may confound the FC results, namely: 

baseline perfusion and cerebrovascular reactivity; 

• Investigate the relationship between FC and the underlying structural connectivity as measured 

by diffusion-weighted imaging. 

• Combine the fMRI results with other imaging modalities such as EEG would aid in the 

differentiation of neurovascular and neuroelectric phenomena of RSN [24]. 

• Address how the RSNs progress over the evolution of the disease, but studying SVD patients 

over multiple time points in a longitudinal study. 

• Terminology and definition of SVD concepts, such as imaging features, image acquisition and 

analysis vary widely among scientific reports. In this way, an effort should be done in order to 

standardize important terms. Thus, providing consistency within the scientific community [88].  
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